
FINAL EXAM

Math 109 / Music 109A, Fall 2022

Name Id

Each problem is worth 10 points. Round off each decimal approximation to
two digits to the right of the decimal.

1. Give the (total) duration in beats of:

(a) a sixteenth note in 12
8

time (compound time signature).

(b) a dotted eighth note in 2
2

time.

(c) a quarter note 5-tuplet in 4
4

time.

2. For the set Z and a fixed positive integer m, define the equivalence
relation whose set of equivalence classes is Zm. Show that it is in fact
an equivalence relation and explain why there are exactly m equivalence
classes. For m = 12 explain how this relates to keyboard intervals.
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3. Identify each chord in this minor mode (Aeolian) passage. Above the
staff label each chord by root note class with suffix (e.g., E[7). Below
the staff, label each chord by root scale tone (e.g. [III7).ă

I
G

¯¯
¯¯

¯¯
¯¯

¯¯
¯¯

¯
¯
¯¯

¯¯
¯4¯

4. Convert to semitones the musical intervals given by the following ratios,
indicating whether the interval is upward or downward.

(a) 0.4

(b)
π

4

Express as a ratio the following (upward) musical intervals.

(c) 86 cents

(d) the just fourth
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5. For the following modes and tonic notes, indicate the appropriate key
signature on the given staff, taking note of the clef. Place the sharps
and flats in their proper positions.

(a) Locrian with tonic F] G

(b) Myxolydian with tonic B[ I

6. Suppose a 12-tone row chart begins: A, E[, G[, F, C], . . . Write the
upper left 5 × 5 matrix of the resulting row chart. Then rewrite it
replacing each note class with the element of Z12 which measures its
modular interval from A.

7. If the keyboard divided the octave into 10 rather than 12 equal inter-
vals, what would be the generating intervals? Quote the relevant facts
from modular arithmetic that justify your answer. Draw the circles
that exhibit inverse pairs of these generating intervals. What is the
value of φ(10) (Euler Phi function) and how does this relate to the
above?
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8. (a) Find the period, frequency, amplitude, and phase shift for the func-
tion

g(t) = 3 sin(440πt) +
√

7 cos(440πt)

and express it in the form d sin(αt+β) , giving a decimal approximation
for β. Identify the closest keyboard note to the pitch represented by
this function, and the error (if any) in cents.

(b) Find the period, frequency, amplitude, and phase shift for the func-
tion

h(t) = 2
√

2 sin
(

660πt+
π

4

)
and express it in the form A sinαt + B cosαt. Identify the closest
keyboard note to the pitch represented by this function, and the error
(if any) in cents.
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9. The table below gives the tuning of the just intonation scale, indicating
for each scale tone its ratio to scale tone 1̂.

140 CHAPTER 12. RATIONAL TUNING

G
C̄̄̄ F̄̄̄ Ḡ̄̄

This is enough to define a tuning for each diatonic scale note, since each
diatonic note is used in at least one of these three chords. The justness of
the tonic triad I dictates 1̂ → 3̂ gives 5

4 and 1̂ → 5̂ gives 3
2 . The justness of

V says that 5̂ → 7̂ gives 5
4 , hence 1̂ → 7̂ is 3

2 · 5
4 = 15

8 , and that 5̂ → 2̂ is
3
4 (being downward a just fourth), hence 1̂ → 2̂ is 3

2 · 3
4 = 9

8 , which is the
greater whole tone. To effect the justness of IV, we deduce in similar fashion
that the ratios of 4̂ and 6̂ to 1̂ must be 4

3 and 5
3 , respectively. Thus the ratios

of scale tones to 1̂ in the just intonation scale are given by:

scale tone : 1̂ 2̂ 3̂ 4̂ 5̂ 6̂ 7̂ 8̂

ratio to 1̂ : 1
1

9
8

5
4

4
3

3
2

5
3

15
8

2
1

Just intonation diatonic scale

Note the more consonant intervals with 1̂ given by scale notes 3̂, 6̂, and 7̂
over those of the Pythagorean scale.

In the just intonation scale the greater whole tone appears as the interval
1̂ → 2̂, 4̂ → 5̂, and 6̂ → 7̂, while 2̂ → 3̂ and 5̂ → 6̂ are the lesser whole tone.
Both 3̂ → 4̂ and 7̂ → 8̂ are the just semitone. The intervals between adjacent
scale tones in the just intonation scale are as follows:

1̂
9:8−→ 2̂

10:9−→ 3̂
16:15−→ 4̂

9:8−→ 5̂
10:9−→ 6̂

9:8−→ 7̂
16:15−→ 8̂

In addition to giving justly tuned major triads I, IV, and V, the just
intonation scale gives justly tuned minor triads IIIm and VIm, and justly
tuned minor sevenths IIIm7 and VIm7. (Recall that the minor triad in root
position, voiced within an octave, is justly tuned as 10 : 12 : 15 and the
minor seventh is justly tuned as 10 : 12 : 15 : 18.)

The just intonation scale is extended to a chromatic scale in such a way
as to render certain other triads in just intonation, as follows.

1. ♭6̂ and ♭3̂ are tuned so that ♭VI is justly tuned. This places ♭6̂ a just
major third below ♭8̂ and ♭3̂ a just minor third above 1̂.

2. ♭7̂ is tuned a just minor third above 5̂. This makes ♭III a justly tuned
major triad.

Is the interval from 2̂ to 6̂ a just fifth? If not, express the error as a
reduced fraction, and in cents.

10. Explain the comma of Pythagoras. How does it arise? Express it as a
rational number and in cents.

HAVE A GOOD WINTER BREAK!
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